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An efficient data dissemination mechanism is very critical for traffic safety and inquiring path information. All
vehicles go straight and do not consider the effect of traffic lights during its running in the motorway. But in view
of characteristic of motorway, the fast moving of vehicles will cause the frequent changes of network topology,
which is a challenge for data dissemination for motorway environment in Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). This
paper proposes a novel data dissemination mechanism for VANETs which apply to broadcasting and on-demand
unicast scenarios. We firstly propose a weighted K-nearest neighbors prediction algorithm with self-feedback to
predict the current speed of a vehicle and construct a set of forwarders for emergency message broadcasting. To
satisfy users’ personal demands, the paper also designs a unicast mechanism based on information urgent level
and the improved Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) protocol. The simulation results show that our proposed
method can achieve better performance with higher delivery ratio, lower number of forwarders, and less copies
of messages.
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Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are a special class
of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) where nodes self-
organize and self-manage in a distributed way. The net-
works consist of vehicles and/or roadside infrastructures
that communicate with each other. Apart from conven-
tional ad hoc networks, VANETs possess some special
characteristics, such as highly dynamic topology and
frequent disconnection [1,2].
In recent years, increasing research efforts have been put
into VANETs, such as routing protocol, data dissemination,
information security, etc. Among these research fields, the
data dissemination mechanism has gained more attention
as it determines whether users acquire on-demand services
timely. Data dissemination in VANETs is frequently used
as a way to disseminate messages (i.e., emergency accident,
traffic information services, and advertisement) among a
group of vehicles. Vehicles are equipped with the radio
devices which allow the vehicles to communicate with
others located within one-hop communication range.* Correspondence: yyang@bupt.edu.cn
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in any medium, provided the original work is pThen, the messages will be disseminated and shared
among a group of moving vehicles [3].
In the motorway environment, there are two types
of messages routed on the network layer in VANETs
currently:
– Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM). They
contain basic status information like the current
position, speed, acceleration, as well as the vehicle
identifier. These parameter values are periodically
exchanged by hello message between vehicles in
one hop.
– Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages
(DENM). These messages may be related to traffic
condition information, query/response message,
emergency warning information, etc. It always uses
the multi-hop mechanisms to efficiently deliver
these messages.
Generally, the works of data dissemination in VANETs
are mainly focused on DENM messages. Consequently,
for emergency warning information, they are disseminated
using broadcasting scheme. The main advantage of broad-
casting scheme is that a vehicle does not need to know aOpen Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly credited.
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gency information rapidly. However, a large scale of
broadcasting the same message will cause the problems
of channel contention and packet collisions. Rebroad-
casting due to transmission failure makes the problem
even worse. This is called broadcast storm problem. To
alleviate this problem, a common solution employed by
most researchers is to reduce the number of redundant re-
broadcast messages by only selecting part of vehicles for
relaying messages. While as to simple user, he/she may
have end-to-end communication demands. So, unicast is a
more appropriate way for information inquiry demands.
But some mechanisms have lower data delivery ratio when
only considering the minimum path or deadline priority.
As vehicles move at high speed in the motorway, the
topology formed by vehicles is always changing. The
highly dynamic topology results in a frequent discon-
nection of link between two vehicles. Based on this, the
DENM messages are classified into two types in the
paper: the emergency message and the inquiry message.
This paper proposes a data Dissemination Service for
Broadcasting and on-Demand unicast in the VANETs
(DSV-BD). We use different transmission methods to de-
liver different types of messages. For emergency messages,
a proposed broadcasting algorithm can make the emer-
gency messages cover a limited network domain rapidly.
On the other hand, if some vehicles request real-time mes-
sages of personal interest, an on-demand unicast mechan-
ism is proposed to reduce network load.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we investigate previous related works on data dissemin-
ation protocols in VANETs. The broadcasting algorithm for
emergency message and the on-demand unicast mechan-
ism for inquiry message are proposed in Section 3 and Sec-
tion 4. In these two parts, we give the assumption of our
system and introduce several terminologies and key mecha-
nisms. Section 5 validates the solution by simulations.
Finally, we give the conclusions of this paper in Section 6.
2 Related work
Flooding is a fundamental mechanism to implement the
data dissemination in VANETs. Unfortunately, flooding in-
troduces significant communication overhead due to re-
dundant rebroadcasting. This will cause the well-known
problem called broadcast storm problem. A common solu-
tion is to reduce the number of redundant rebroadcast
packets. This is typically solved by selecting some special
vehicles to relay the packet rather than rebroadcast it.
S.Y. Ni et al. [4] research five different classes of solu-
tions: probabilistic schemes, counter-based schemes,
distance-based schemes, location-based schemes, and
cluster-based schemes for broadcast storm problem.
Simulation results show that a counter-based scheme
can reduce some redundant rebroadcasts when the hostdistribution is dense. While location-based scheme can
achieve higher performance when GPS service is available.
S. Panichpapiboon et al. [5] gave a review of variety data
dissemination protocols for VANETs. The authors
introduce a new metric called dissemination efficiency to
discuss the performance evaluation of those protocols.
The urban multi-hop broadcast (UMB) protocol [6] is
designed to solve the broadcast storm and the reliability
in multi-hop broadcasting. The forward vehicle tries to
select a far relay vehicle in the intended direction on a
linear road through request to broadcast (RTB) packet
and clear to broadcast (CTB) packet. In order to dissem-
inate the message in all directions, a repeater vehicle is
employed at the intersection to rebroadcast the message.
UMB is inefficient in a sense that the next rebroadcast
vehicle has to wait the longest before being able to
transmit the CTB packet. This is because the longest
black-burst duration is assigned to the next rebroadcast
vehicle. G. Korkmaz et al. [7] proposed a fully ad hoc
multi-hop broadcast protocol (AMB) for inter-vehicular
networks. The AMB is an ad hoc extension of the UMB
protocol. The protocol eliminates drawbacks of the UMB
protocol by employing an efficient intersection broadcast
mechanism. L. Wischof et al. [8] presented traffic informa-
tion services. Road conditions and information on traffic
jams are disseminated to vehicles and used for navigation
and early warning.
Some researchers proposed a bio-inspired metadata har-
vesting algorithm [9]. The main goal of this algorithm is to
effectively cover large urban areas and favor agent move-
ments towards information patches where the concentra-
tion of metadata is higher. Zhao et al. [10] proposed a
carry-and-forward mechanism for sparsely connected net-
work. It can disseminate vehicular traffic messages when
there is no other node between source and destination ve-
hicles. S. Lee et al. [11] proposed a hybrid communication
protocol due to the need of exploiting network infrastruc-
ture to avoid disconnections in sparse-traffic scenarios.
Moreover, the hybrid approach is particularly suitable for
comforting applications that use network infrastructures
for advertisement dissemination. A prioritized handling of
events can be achieved, for instance, by a priority queue as
it has been applied in [12]. The authors set different prior-
ities for different events, and then the emergency events
have the highest priority than other events. The feasibility
is limited due to the excessive control overhead to collect
neighbor position including vehicles traveling in the oppos-
ite direction.
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR), a novel
routing protocol for vehicle ad hoc network that utilizes
the positions of routers and a packet’s destination to make
packet-forwarding decisions [13]. GPSR algorithm uses a
greedy algorithm to establish the route. Greedy algorithm
is a method that the upstream node chooses a node that is
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hop. When the node finds that its own distance to the des-
tination is the shortest compared with the other distances
between its neighbors and the destination node, the node
goes into a local minimum problem. Then, the GPSR algo-
rithm goes into perimeter forwarding mode [14]. During
this process, the right-hand rule combined with face-
routing algorithm can solve the Local Minimum Problem.
D.Q. Li et al. [15] proposed a new algorithm based on
angle and distance (GPSR-AD) for solving the problem
which GPSR may produce excessive unwanted route hops
when spatial neighbor exists in the ad hoc network.
Although the abovementioned data dissemination mech-
anisms can reduce some network overheads, they do not
have an appropriate solution for emergency and personal
interested information simultaneously. Based on this, we
propose a data dissemination mechanism based on emer-
gency broadcasting and on-demand unicast for inquiry
message.3 Broadcasting-based data dissemination
The advantage of our proposed broadcasting scheme is that
it abandons the arbitrary method used in the traditional
VANETs that might cause a broadcast storm. The arbitrary
method causes not only network congestion and subse-
quent loss of data but also a waste of network resource.
Despite some improvements in epidemic protocol and
UMB protocol that introduce a probabilistic resilient multi-
cast scheme to avoid broadcast storm, broadcasting mes-
sages must be repeated periodically to ensure the message
coverage rate in the network. Some improved algorithms
such as the topology discovery-based data dissemination al-
gorithms need to transfer the messages and find the next
forwarder at the same time. But they need to set the waiting
timer for timeout so that the requirements of rapid trans-
ferring cannot be satisfied.Figure 1 Source vehicle S broadcasts a hello message at time t1 in thIn this paper, vehicles get information of their neighbors
via hello messages. Before broadcasting, source vehicle ad-
justs its broadcast radius according to the neighbors’ infor-
mation, and then it chooses some appropriate neighbors to
construct a forwarder set. The algorithm can effectively in-
crease message coverage rate and avoid broadcast storm, as
well as the network congestion.
3.1 Assumptions and definitions
In this paper, we have the assumptions as follows:
 Each vehicle knows its location through the global
positioning system (GPS) service at any given time.
 Each vehicle is equipped with several sensors for
monitoring any events and a radio that is capable
of short-range wireless communication.
 All vehicles broadcast the hello messages
periodically, so that they can know the information
(e.g., the current position, speed) of their
neighboring vehicles.
 No roadside infrastructure is available during the
communication among the vehicles in motorway.
 All vehicles go straight and do not consider the effect
of traffic lights during its running in motorway.
The neighbors of a vehicle are usually located in its
communication range. We will define the senses by
using Figures 1 and 2 as follows.
As is shown in Figure 1, the source vehicle S broadcasts a
hello message at time t1. The hello message will be received
by vehicles B, E, F, H, I, and J. In Figure 2, the vehicles that
have received the hello messages send a response message
to the source vehicle at time t2. But the source vehicle S will
only receive the response messages from vehicles B, E, F, H,
and I, because vehicle J moves out of the communication
range of vehicle S. So, the neighbors of vehicle S are
vehicles B, E, F, H, and I, not containing vehicle J.e motorway.
Figure 2 Source vehicle S receives the response message from its neighbor vehicles at time t2.
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velocity, broadcast radius, and time stamp. We define that
the interval of broadcasting hello message behaves accord-
ing to a uniform distribution U (0.5P, 1.5P). Here, the
symbol P is an average of historical interval of broadcast-
ing. Therefore, the time a vehicle node receives the hello
message from other vehicle nodes is evenly distributed. By
this way, each node can update their neighbors’ informa-
tion in time and avoid the broadcast storm as well.
We assume that an emergency event-driven message is
generated by an observer vehicle when it passed by the
spot where an emergency event occurs (e.g., car acci-
dent). The message includes the source vehicle ID, pos-
ition, timestamp, event type, and forwarders’ IDs. The
field position stores the geographical coordinates of event,
and the field forwarders’ IDs indicates all the forwarders,
and the emergency event message will be forwarded once
it arrived at these nodes.
3.2 Prediction for vehicle state
In order to broadcast the emergency message, the source
node needs to select part of its neighbors to forward the
message. But the state information of neighbors always
became outdated, and it may lead to the inaccuracy of
the selection of the forwarders. In this section, we propose
a weighted K-nearest neighbors prediction algorithm with
self-feedback to predict the current speed of a vehicle.
That is to predict the real-time status of a being predicted
node by its K-nearest neighbors’ historical data. The
innovation of our algorithm is as follows.
1. The method for choosing the number of neighbors’
historical data depends on the neighbors’
corresponding historical coordinates. We assume that
during a range of road, the road condition could be
similar and the speed of vehicles could be stable.
2. The value of K is related to the number of neighbors
that the being predicted node can detect. It isunreasonable to choose a fixed value of K because of
the dynamic neighbors on different roads at different
times. So, the principle taken in our algorithm is so
long as the distance between neighbors’ historical
data and the being predicted node’s historical data
fluctuates within a certain scope, the corresponding
neighbor can be regarded as a close neighbor.
3. Instead of using Euclidean distance or Mahalanobis
distance, we adopt a new method that uses degree
of dispersion to evaluate the distance between
historical data, regardless of the dimension of
historical velocity vectors.
4. A weighted prediction algorithm is adopted
according to the distance between neighbors’
historical data and the predicted node’s historical
data. A neighbor that is closer geographically to
the predicted node would have a greater weight.
5. After prediction, the source node evaluates errors
between the true value and the prediction value,
so that it adaptively adjusts the judgment for being
a close neighbor.
Assume that the information of neighbor node A is
detected outdated by source node S at time t, then node
S will go the steps of prediction as follows.
1. Extract the broadcast radius of node A from the latest
hello message, called RA. Then, traverse the neighbor
set of S (include S). For each node X with timely
information in the neighbor set, if the distance between
A and X is less than RA, and the velocity direction of X
is the same as that of A, then regard X as a temporary
neighbor of A and put it into a set called M.
2. For each node X in set M, node S extracts the
historical velocity of X from its hello messages and
maintains the historical records for a long term.
It is considered in this paper that during a 100-m
long section of road, the road condition could be
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So, we only focus on the historical velocity in a
hello message that indicates the node’s historical
coordinate is within 100 m from the node’s current
location, and we call them valid historical velocity.
Thus, the number of historical velocities extracted
can be determined. Suppose there are i historical
velocities S gets from node X’s hello messages,
then the historical velocity vector of X is VXh =
(vX1, vX2,…, vXi). Accordingly, the historical velocity
vector of node A is VAh = (vA1, vA2,…, vAi). If S cannot
get enough historical hello messages of node A,
then the dimension of the two velocity vectors is min
(iX, iA), where iX is the number of valid historical
velocity of node X, and iA is the number of historical
velocity of node A that S can get. Notice that, for
different nodes in set M, the dimension of historical
velocity vector is different.
3. Because historical velocity vectors have different
dimensions, Euclidean distance between vectors that
have high dimensions would be greater than that
having low dimensions. In order to evaluate the
distance between neighbors’ historical velocity and
node A’s historical velocity, we introduce degree of
dispersion. A high discrete degree means a greater
distance to node A. We can calculate the distance
between node X and A by the following formula.









where iX indicates the dimension of historical velocity
vectors constructed in step (2). The standard of being a
close neighbor to node A is dis(X, A) ≤ r * VA, where VA
is the velocity of node A in the latest hello message that
node S received, and r is a threshold factor set to 0.1 in
the first round prediction.
4. All the nodes in set M that satisfy dis(X, A) ≤ r *
VA will be regarded as close neighbors to node A.
Assume that there are K close neighbors, then the
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6. Define a variation factor δ =VÃ/VA, where VA
represents the velocity of A in the latest hello
message that S has received.




 2 þ y~A−ys 2
q
ð6Þ
where xS and yS represent the coordinates of node S at the
calculation time. xÃ and yÃ are the prediction coordinates
of node A and can be calculated as follows.
x~A ¼ xA þ V ~A−VA
2 t−tAð Þ ð7Þ
y~A ¼ yA ð8Þ
The parameter tA represents the timestamp in the latest
hello message of node A that S has received. xA and yA are
the coordinates of node A at time tA. We consider that
node A and node S move in the same direction or in the
opposite direction, so the y coordinate remains unchanged.
8. The prediction broadcast radius of node A at time
t can be calculated as RÃ = RA * δ, where RA is the
broadcast radius of A in the latest hello message that
S has received. In the worst case, there is no eligible
node in step (1), and then the original values of d ~SA
and RÃ will be retained.
9. Before the next prediction, node S can get node
A’s last hello message. Extract the velocity V′A and
regard it as a true value at the prediction time.
Define the relative error E ¼ V 0A−V ~A
 =V 0A and
adaptively adjusts the threshold factor r to reduce
the relative error.
3.3 Construct the set of forwarders
In order to reduce the influence of broadcast storm, only
a part of appropriate neighbors will be selected to for-
ward the emergency message. The set of forwarders of S
can be constructed as follows.
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put the neighbor node of S which has the maximum
distance to S into FS.
2. Define the rest neighbors of S as a sequence {Xi | i = 1,
2,…, n − 1}, where n is the number of neighbors of S,
and Xi is sorted by the distance between Xi and S
from the greatest to smallest. The nodes in FS is
called Yj (j = 1, 2,…, m, where m is the number of
nodes in FS). For a given Xi, if the distance between
Xi and Yj is greater than the latest broadcast radius
RYj for all Yj (j = 1, 2,…, m), then put Xi into FS.
Otherwise, abandon Xi.
3. Traverse all neighbors of S, and eventually, FS
contains all forwarders of S.
3.4 The algorithm for broadcasting emergency message
The source vehicle S receives hello messages from its
neighbors at a random time and save the information
into its neighbor list. If there is a new hello message
from node A, then the information of A in the neighbor
list will be updated. Since node S cannot obtain the future
status of its neighbors, it will execute the prediction algo-
rithm to make its neighbors’ information more accurate.
Once an emergency event is detected by node S at time
t, then the broadcasting for emergency messages starts as
follows.
1. The source vehicle S traverses the neighbor list and
extracts the information of its neighbors.
2. For each neighbor of S, if the difference between
its timestamp (the timestamp field in its latest hello
message) and current time is less than or equal to
an overdue threshold dl, then the information of
this neighbor node is considered as real time.
Otherwise, S executes the prediction algorithm
for this neighbor node. The threshold dl is
recommended to be set to P/2, where P is an
average of historical interval of broadcasting.
3. If all the neighbors’ information is real time or
has been updated by the predicted value, then S
calculates its broadcast radius and constructs the
set of forwarders FS.
4. S constructs the emergency event message and fills
the last field with the forwarder IDs in set FS, and
then it broadcasts this message.
The forwarders also need to broadcast the emergency
event messages of source node S, so that each forwarder
will execute the broadcasting algorithm mentioned above.
Then, the emergency event message can spread rapidly in
the network.
In the proposed broadcasting algorithm, the broadcast-
ing radius can be adjusted according to its surroundings.
By this way, on the one hand, the situation that somenodes cannot be covered because of a small broadcast ra-
dius can be avoided. On the other hand, the problem of
signal attenuation caused by a too large broadcast radius
can also be solved. Therefore, the proposed broadcasting
algorithm improves the coverage rate of nodes in the net-
work. We construct the forwarders set FS, and the overall
network can be covered using less nodes. The introduc-
tion of overdue threshold dl ensures that the information
saved in neighbor lists can be closer to a true value. By
analyzing the latest status of neighbors, we hope that the
prediction can be more accurate.
4 The on-demand unicast algorithm for inquiry
message
While as to simple user, he/she may have end-to-end com-
munication demands. As all of vehicles need not respond
the request messages from a specific individual, we design
an on-demand unicast scheme for these messages. The
fields of information request message must include the
type of information (e.g., parking place, gas station location,
traffic congestion information, etc.) and deadline of re-
ceiving reply. The message should be broadcasted in order
to acquire timely reply while the reply is sent by unicast.
4.1 Reply sorting
When a source node has some reply messages to transmit,
it should sort the messages to satisfy deadlines of different
requestors. As a node only transmits a message at one
time, the source selects a node according to the expected
deadline. It is assumed that Eij(t) is the emergency level
for reply message j to node i at time t.





{P1, P2,…, Pn} is the set of destination nodes (requestors).
For each node Pi, Tij is the deadline for transmitting mes-
sage j to node Pi (i = 1,2,…,n). MTij is the transmission time
for message j to node Pi. The source evaluates the transmis-
sion time for each requestor. The more the value Eij(t) is,
the sooner the message j is sent. The overhead of this sort-
ing process is related to the number of messages the source
node needs to reply, and the time computational complex-
ity of formula (9) is O(n), where n is the number of destin-
ation nodes. Through ranking the sequence for messages,
the source vehicle can decide which message should be sent
at first.
4.2 Data dissemination route protocol
In the paper, the algorithm is concerned to data distribu-
tion in the motorway. In the original GPSR algorithm, the
data distribution process can be described as follows:
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neighbor nodes which is nearest to the destination
and regards it as the next hop. When the node
finds that its own distance to the destination is the
shortest path compared with the distance between
each of neighbors and the destination node, then the
algorithm turns into perimeter forwarding mode.
2. Perimeter forwarding mode. During this process, the
right-hand rule combined with face-routing algorithm
is applied to find the next hop. Though the right-hand
rule can ensure the upstream node to find its next
hop, the choice of the next hop is accompanied by
arbitrariness, which may lead to more route hops.
In order to reduce computation complexity and avoid
excessive unwanted route hops caused by right-hand rule,
we maintain the greedy mode and modify the perimeter
forwarding mode to select an appropriate next hop node
whose distance and angle are near the destination. When
it turns into perimeter forwarding mode, then the node
will calculate the next hop neighbor. We will find the





  þ ∠Niþ1NiG
∠XNiG
ð10Þ
In Figure 3a, node G is the destination, and Ni is the
current forwarding node. The expressions dis(Ni + 1,G) and
dis(Ni,G) respectively depict the distance between Ni + 1
and Ni to G. The node X is an intersection of two circles
whose centers are respectively Ni and G. According to the
formula (10), we find the neighbor of Ni with minimum
Di + 1. Then, the corresponding node Ni + 1 is the next hop
node. By this algorithm, when greedy mode fails, the
current forwarding node chooses a next hop node which is
closer to the destination in the respects of distance and
angle [14]. So, the multi-hop and fallback problems in
GPSR can be solved.
In Figure 3b, we can observe the significant advantage
of GPSR-AD clearly. The arrows mean the information
stream direction. Node D is the destination, and when the
message reaches node C, there is no other node closer to
node D than node C, so the algorithm turns into perim-
eter forwarding mode. The forward routing path is C-K-E-
F-G-H-I-J-L-D according to right-hand rule in the original
GPSR. But by formula (10), the forward routing path can
be simplified to C-H-I-J-L-D. It is obvious that GPSR-AD
algorithm reduces route hops and improves the efficiency.
4.3 Demand-driven data dissemination mechanism
The data distribution is designed as follows:1. If a source node S receives more than one inquiry
message, then S should calculate emergency level foreach message and determine the order of message
delivery. According to the locations of all the
requestors, S classifies them into forward and
backward groups. The former consists of the
requestors locate in front of the source, and the
latter includes nodes at the back (Figure 4 is an
example of the location group). The angle θ is
the angle between the positive Y-axis and the
line from S to any requestors. If sinθ ≥ 0, then the
requestor is a forward node, or else is a backward
node. In Figure 4, node E, F, and G are forward
nodes, and node A, B, C, and D are backward nodes.
2. Node S forms two destination address lists according
to forward and backward groups, and then constructs
two reply messages filled with the destination address
lists and message types (specifically, parking place,
gas station location, traffic congestion information,
etc.). When S starts to transmit the reply messages,
it selects the nearest requestor (e.g., A1) from the
address list as the destination and transmits the
packet using improved GPSR algorithm.
3. When the reply message arrives to A1, node A1
acquires the message content, deletes itself from
the list, and selects a nearest requestor as next
destination to forward the message.
4. Any forwarding node should calculate the urgent
level to determine the order of message delivery if
it needs to forward more than one inquiry message.
If any request exists in the destination list, the
algorithm returns to step (3), or else this type of
message is sent completed.
5. If a requestor receives the reply before the deadline,
then the procedure of request-response is successful,
or else it repeats the request in view of its demands.5 Performance evaluation
The number of vehicles in actual world is various, and the
road structure is complex, so we choose a type of motor-
way model as shown in Figure 4. All vehicles go straight
and cannot change driveway during its running. The ve-
hicle velocity is randomly set but still limited by traffic
density. In addition, the traffic lights are not considered in
motorway. In our simulation, the number of vehicles
ranges from 100 to 700 and the velocity from 60 to
100 km/h. The MAC protocol is 2 Mbps 802.11p. The
proposed algorithms are coded in MATLAB.5.1 Simulation of broadcasting of emergency message
Our algorithm (DSV-BD) is compared with the UMB
protocol and the epidemic scheme. In these two algorithms,
broadcasting radius is set to 50m. The simulation is re-
peated for 30 times, and the results are the average of those
experiments. There are three indicators in our simulations:
Figure 3 Illustration of a formula and comparison between GPSR and GPSR-AD. (a) The illustration for formula (10); (b) Comparison
between GPSR and GPSR-AD.
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of message receivers divided by the total number
of vehicles in the networks.
Number of forwarders: the number of vehicles which
forward the message in a round of broadcasting.
Generally, a smaller number of forwarders indicate
less delay of message and lower network loads.
Number of message copies: the number of message
copies in a round of broadcasting. Once a forwarder
receives a message, it generates a copy. This indicator
reflects the network congestion level and influences
the delivery ratio and transmission delays.
It is known that the traffic density is varying by different
roadsides and different times. So, we study the perform-
ance of the algorithm for various traffic densities by vary-
ing the total number of vehicles in the network. The size
of this simulation scenario is 1,000 m × 50 m. We assume
that the number of vehicles increases from 100 to 700.Figure 4 An example of location group.Also, message coverage area has an influence on three
abovementioned indicators. It reflects the distribution
and spreading ability of emergency messages. We adjust
the length of road from 500 to 3,500 m to simulate the
change of message coverage area. In this simulation
scenario, the number of vehicles is set to 500 and remains
unchanged.5.1.1 Delivery ratio
Figure 5a shows the comparison of data delivery ratio in
the three algorithms in the case of different number of
vehicles. When the number of vehicles is lower, delivery
ratio is about 70.8% in these algorithms. But as the num-
ber of vehicles increases, delivery radio increases linearly
over 90.3%. This is because as the number of vehicles in-
creases, the number of forwarders increases accordingly,
so that the emergency message can cover more vehicle
nodes. However, the delivery ratio of DSV-BD is higher
Figure 5 Comparison of data delivery ratio with different number of vehicles and different message coverage areas. (a) Data delivery
ratio with different number of vehicles. (b) Data delivery ratio with different message coverages.
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hicles is higher. The average delivery radio of DSV-BD is
6.92% higher than epidemic and 1.95% higher than UMB
when the number of vehicles is 700.
Figure 5b shows the comparison of data delivery ratio in
the three algorithms in the case of different message
coverage area. From the chart, we can see that data deliv-
ery ratio has a sharp decrease due to data collisions. This
is because as the length of road increases, the message
coverage area increases accordingly. So, that delay of mes-
sages increases and leads to message dropping. By com-
parison, the delivery ratio of DSV-BD has the slowest
descending speed and is 7.90% higher than that of epi-
demic and 8.91% higher than that of UMB on average.
5.1.2 Number of forwarders
Figure 6a shows that in case of the different number of ve-
hicles, the number of forwarders in broadcasting varies. It
increases linearly as the number of vehicles increases. Also,
it is clearly observed that DSV-BD only needs fewer for-
warders compared with other two algorithms. The fittingFigure 6 Comparison of different number of forwarders and different
number of vehicles. (b) Number of forwarders in different message coveragcalculations for the three slopes of the line are DSV-BD
0.0317, epidemic 2.156, and UMB 2.86. The number of
forwarders in our algorithm rises slowly and has a distinct
advantage.
In Figure 6b, with increasing length of road, the number
of forwarders increases linearly. The fitting calculations
for the three slopes of the line are DSV-BD 0.143, epi-
demic 0.488, and UMB 0.854. It is obvious that our algo-
rithm has fewer forwarders than the other two algorithms,
so the transmission time and network loads can be
reduced.5.1.3 Number of message copies
Figure 7a shows the comparison of number of message
copies in the three algorithms in the case of the different
number of vehicles. The number of message copies re-
flects the congestion status of networks, and the network
congestion influences the transmission delay directly. In
DSV-BD algorithm, less forwarders lead to less message
copies. As seen from the chart, with increasing of themessage coverage areas. (a) Number of forwarders with different
es.
Figure 7 Comparison of different number of message copies and different message coverage areas. (a) Number of message copies with
different number of vehicles. (b) Number of message copies with different message coverages.
Figure 8 Data delivery ratio in different number of requestors.
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demic and UMB methods increase obviously.
In Figure 7b, the number of message copies increases as
the length of road increases. By comparison, the growth
rates are rapidly increasing in epidemic and UMB, but
slowly in our algorithm. The number changes from 2.2%
to 5.1%. So our method can reduce the network load
effectively.
5.2 Simulation of on-demand unicast algorithm
The two compared algorithms are involved:
 Greedy: the upstream forwarders always choose the
requestor which has the shortest distance to them,
and the reply messages will be sent according to
this order.
 Deadline-pri: the upstream forwarders always
choose the requestor which has a smaller deadline,
and the reply messages will be sent according to
this order.
The indicator involved is delivery ratio, which means
the probability defined as the number of message receivers
divided by the total number of vehicles in the networks.
We aim at the impact of the number of requestors. The
deadline of each requestor obeys uniform distribution
from 0 to 6 s. The simulation is repeated for 30 times, and
the results are the average of those experiments. Figure 8
shows the comparison of data delivery ratio in these three
algorithms in the case of different number of requestors.
As the number of requestors increases, the delivery ratios
of three algorithms decrease generally. In terms of the two
compared algorithms, the more the requestors, the higher
the queuing time is. This leads to higher probability of
timeout. As to DSV-BD, the increase of requestors means
the increase of hops in the delivery path and more timeout
happens due to increasing delivery time. As is shown from
the figure above, the delivery ratio of DSV-BD is 17.3%higher than that of greedy and 15.9% higher than that of
deadline-pri, which shows the higher delivery reliability
with various numbers of requestors.6 Conclusions
The high-speed moving of the vehicles in motorway envir-
onment results in the highly dynamic topology of networks,
which brings out challenges for data dissemination of
VANETs. In this paper, we propose a new broadcasting al-
gorithm and an on-demand unicast algorithm for VANETs.
In the proposed broadcasting algorithm, there are two
innovation points: 1) predict the status of nodes by an im-
proved K-nearest neighbors’ prediction and 2) construct
the set of forwarders to alleviate the influence of broadcast
storm. In the on-demand unicast algorithm, the source
vehicle node only sends at most two messages, and all the
requestors can receive the messages they need. The results
show that our method can achieve better performance with
higher delivery ratio and less number of message copies.
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